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Abstract—The rapid development of autonomous vehicles (AVs) holds vast potential for transportation systems through improved safety, efficiency, and access to mobility. However, new methodologies are needed for the design of vehicles and transportation systems to enable these positive outcomes, due to numerous technical, political, and human factors challenges. This article focuses on tackling important technical challenges arising from the partial adoption of autonomy (hence termed mixed autonomy), to involve both AVs and human-driven vehicles: partial control and partial observation, complex dynamics of multi-vehicle interactions, and the sheer variety of traffic settings represented by real-world networks. To enable the study of the full diversity of traffic settings, we first propose decomposing traffic control tasks into components called modules, which may be configured and composed to create new control tasks of interest. These modules include salient aspects of traffic control tasks: networks, actors, control laws, metrics, initialization, and additional dynamics. Second, we study the potential of model-free deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) methods to address the complexity of traffic dynamics. The resulting modular learning framework is called Flow. Using Flow, we create and study a variety of mixed-autonomy settings, including single-lane, multi-lane, and intersection traffic. In all cases, the learned control law exceeds human driving performance (measured by system-level average velocity) by at least 40% with only 5-10% adoption of AVs. In the case of partially-observed single-lane traffic, we show that a low-parameter neural network control law can eliminate commonly observed stop-and-go waves in traffic. In particular, the control laws surpass all known model-based controllers to achieve near-optimal performance across a variety of vehicle densities (even with a memoryless control law) and additionally generalize to out-of-distribution vehicle densities.

Index Terms—Deep Reinforcement Learning; Traffic Microsimulation; Autonomous Vehicles

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous vehicles (AVs) are projected to enter our society in the very near future, with full adoption in select areas expected as early as 2050 [1]. A recent study further estimated that fuel consumption in the U.S. could decrease as much as 40% or increase as much as 100% once autonomous fleets of vehicles are rolled out onto the streets [1], potentially exacerbating the 28% of energy consumption that is already due to transportation in the US [2]. These factors include incorporation of platooning and eco-driving practices, vehicle right-sizing, induced demand, travel cost reduction, and new mobility user groups. As such, computational tools are needed with which to design, study, and control these complex large-scale robotic systems.

Existing tools are largely limited to commonly studied cases where AVs are few enough to not affect the environment [3], [4], [5], such as the surrounding traffic dynamics, or so many as to reduce the problem to primarily one of coordination [6], [7], [8]. For clarity, we refer to these as the isolated autonomy and full autonomy cases, respectively. At the same time, the intermediate regime, which is the long and arduous transition from no (or few) AVs to full adoption, is poorly understood. We term this intermediate regime mixed autonomy. The understanding of mixed autonomy is crucial for the design of suitable vehicle controllers, efficient transportation systems, sustainable urban planning, and public policy in the advent of AVs. This article focuses on autonomous vehicles, which we expect to be among the first of robotic systems to enter and widely affect existing societal systems. Additional highly anticipated robotic systems, which may benefit from similar techniques as presented in this article, include aerial vehicles, household robotics, automated personal assistants, and additional infrastructure systems.

Motivated by the importance and uncertainty about the transition in the adoption of AVs, this article deviates from focus in the literature on isolated and full autonomy settings and proposes the mixed autonomy setting. The mixed autonomy setting exposes heightened complexities due to the interactions of many human and robotics agents in highly varied contexts, for which the predominant model-based approaches of the traffic community are largely unsuitable. Instead, we posit that model-free deep reinforcement learning (RL) allows us to de-couple mathematical modeling of the system dynamics and control law design, thereby overcoming the limitations of classical approaches to autonomous vehicle control in complex environments. Specifically, we propose a modular learning framework, in which environments representing complex control tasks are comprised of reusable components. We validate the proposed methodology on a widely studied traffic benchmark exhibiting backward propagating traffic shockwaves in a partially-observed environment, and
we subsequently produce a control law which far exceeds all previous methods, generalizes to unseen traffic densities, and closely matches control theoretic performance bounds. By appropriately composing the reusable components, we further demonstrate the effectiveness of the methodology with preliminary results on more complex traffic scenarios for which control theoretic results are not known. In order to facilitate future research in mixed autonomy traffic, we developed and open-sourced the modular learning framework as Flow\textsuperscript{2}, which exposes design primitives for composing traffic control tasks. Our contributions aim to enable the community to study not only mixed autonomy scenarios which are composites of analytically tractable mathematical frameworks, but also arbitrary networks, or even full-blown traffic microsimulators, designed to simulate hundreds of thousands of agents in complex environments (see examples in Figure 1).

The contributions of Flow to the research community are multi-faceted. For the robotics community, Flow seeks to enable rich characterizations and empirical study of complex, large-scale, and realistic multi-robot control tasks. For the machine learning community, Flow seeks to expose to modern reinforcement learning algorithms a class of challenging control tasks derived from an important real-world domain. For the control community, Flow seeks to provide intuition, through successful learned control laws, for new provable control techniques for traffic-related control tasks. Finally, for the transportation community, Flow seeks to provide a new pathway, through reusable traffic modules and modern reinforcement learning methods, to addressing new challenges concerning AVs and long-standing challenges concerning traffic control.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section II introduces the problem of mixed autonomy. Section III presents related work to place this article in the broader context of automated vehicles, traffic flow modeling, and deep RL. Section IV summarizes requisite concepts from RL and traffic. Section V describes the modular learning framework for the scalable design and experimentation of traffic control tasks. This is followed by two experimental sections: Section VI, in which we validate the modular learning framework on a canonical traffic control task, and Section VII which presents more sophisticated applications of the framework to more complex traffic control tasks.

\textsuperscript{2}Our modular learning framework called Flow is open-source and available at https://github.com/flow-project/flow.
II. MIXED AUTONOMY

To make headway towards understanding the complex integration of AVs into existing transportation and urban systems, this article introduces the problem of mixed autonomy to frame the study of partial adoption of autonomy into an existing system. Although mixed autonomy technically subsumes isolated and full autonomy, both are still important and active areas of research and will often lead to more efficient algorithms for specialized settings. However, we observe that there are important robotics problems that are not addressed by either body of approaches, and thus formulate the problem of mixed autonomy traffic and propose a suitable methodology.

For a particular type of autonomy (e.g., AVs, traffic lights, roadway pricing), we define mixed autonomy as the intermediate regime between a system with no adoption of autonomy and a system where the autonomy is employed fully. For example, in the context of AVs, full autonomy corresponds to 100% vehicles being autonomously driven, so mixed autonomy corresponds to any fraction of vehicles being autonomously driven. In the context of traffic lights, full autonomy corresponds to all traffic lights having automated signal control, so mixed autonomy corresponds to any fraction of traffic lights being automated; the other lights could follow some different pre-programmed rules or could not be utilized at all. As the examples allude, mixed autonomy must be defined alongside its boundary conditions of no autonomy and full autonomy as well as its system context. For example, the full system context could be a segment of roadway, a full road, or a entire urban region. Mixed autonomy differs from the previously studied cases in two important ways.

First, the evaluation criteria for mixed autonomy settings will typically be less clear than in studies of isolated autonomy. Studies in isolated autonomy are often evaluated with respect to known human or expert performance for a similar task. For example, the performance of a self-driving vehicle in the isolated autonomy context is typically measured against that of a human driver [9], [10]. Similarly, expert demonstrations are often considered the objective in robot learning for a variety of tasks, including locomotion, grasping, and manipulation [11], [12], [13]. In these cases, we may assume knowledge of a good control law and that it is feasible to attain, e.g. from a human or expert demonstrator. However, evaluating with respect to human performance makes implicit assumptions about the capabilities of the autonomous system and the optimality of human performance, both of which may be incorrect. For example, in the context of a mixed autonomy traffic system, evaluating with respect to the known human performance is restrictive; it is well known that human driving behavior induces (suboptimal) stop-and-go traffic in a wide regime of traffic scenarios [14], [15]. In mixed autonomy settings, we are instead interested evaluating autonomy with respect to a different, possibly system-level objective, in order to understand its potential effects on the system.

Second, the strict coupling between the mathematical modeling and the control law evaluation is a critical restriction for studying mixed autonomy. Differently from isolated autonomy, full autonomy is indeed often evaluated with respect to a system-level objective. However, its system dynamics are often much simpler than that of mixed autonomy. In full autonomy settings, all autonomous components are known and need not be modeled, and uncertainty from human behavior is largely eliminated. Even so, full autonomy is far from solved; however, numerous full autonomy settings can be analyzed using techniques from control theory, in particular when the system dynamics may be modeled within a number of powerful mathematical frameworks, including partial differential equations [16], [17], [18], [19], ordinary differential equations [20], [21], [22], [23], queuing systems [24], [25], [26], etc.

In a number of cases, control theoretic performance bounds can be analytically derived or an optimal controller may even be found directly. In contrast, mixed autonomy suffers from additional challenges including interactions with humans of unknown or complex dynamics, partial observability from sensing limitations, and partial controllability due to the lack of full autonomy. However, these control theoretic performance bounds be employed as reference points when evaluating mixed autonomy systems. For mixed autonomy settings, these aspects are often prohibitively complex to characterize within a single mathematical framework.

In this work, we propose and validate a new methodology for addressing mixed autonomy traffic. We posit that sampling-based optimization allows us to de-couple mathematical modeling of the system dynamics and control law design for arbitrary evaluation objectives, thereby overcoming the limitations of studies in both isolated and full autonomy. In particular, we propose that model-free deep reinforcement learning (RL) is a compelling and suitable framework for the study of mixed autonomy. The decoupling allows the designer to specify arbitrary control objectives and system dynamics to explore the effects of autonomy on complex systems. For the system dynamics, the designer may model a system of interest in whichever mathematical or computational framework she wishes, and we require only that the model is consistent with a (Partially Observed) Markov Decision Process, (PO)MDP, interface. For control law design, deep neural network architectures may be used for representing large and expressive control law (or policy) classes. Finally, the resulting framework employs model-free deep RL to enable the designer to explore the effects of autonomy on a complex system, up to local optimality with respect to the control law parameterization.

III. RELATED WORK

Control of automated vehicles. Automated and autonomous vehicles have been studied in a myriad of contexts, which we frame in the context of isolated, full, and mixed autonomy.

Isolated autonomy. Spurred by the US DARPA challenges in autonomous driving in 2005 and 2007 [27], [4], countless efforts have demonstrated the increasing ability of vehicles to operate autonomously on real roads and traffic conditions, without custom traffic infrastructure. These vehicles instead rely largely on sensors (LIDAR, radar, camera, GPS), computer vision, motion planning, mapping, and behavior prediction, and are designed to obey traffic rules. Robotics
has continued to demonstrate tremendous potential in improving transportation systems through AVs research; highly related problems include localization [28], [29], [30], path planning [31], [32], collision avoidance [33], and perception [34]. Considerable progress has also been made in recent decades in vehicle automation, including anti-lock braking systems (ABS), adaptive cruise control (ACC), lane keeping, lane changing, parking, overtaking, etc. [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], which also have great potential to improve safety and efficiency in traffic. The development of these technologies are currently focused on the performance of the individual vehicle, rather than its interactions or effects on other parts of the transportation system.

**Full autonomy.** At the other end of the autonomy spectrum, all vehicles are automated and operate efficiently with collaborative control. Model-based approaches to such full autonomy have permitted the reservation system design and derivation of vehicle weaving control for fully automated intersections [6], [44] and roads [7].

**Mixed autonomy.** A widely deployed form of vehicle automation is adaptive cruise control (ACC), which adjusts the longitudinal dynamics for vehicle pacing and driver comfort, and is grounded in classical control techniques [45], [46], [47]. Similarly, cooperative ACC (CACC) uses control theory to simultaneously optimize the performance of several adjacent vehicles, such as for minimizing the fuel consumption of a vehicle platoon [48], [49], [50], [51], [36]. ACC/CACC may be viewed as an early form of mixed autonomy. This article will similarly study longitudinal vehicle controllers, with a key difference being our focus on system-level rather than local objectives, such as the average velocity of all vehicles in the system, which is typically important in operations and planning contexts.

Recently, a few studies have started to use formal techniques for controller design for system-level evaluation of mixed autonomy traffic, including state-space [52] and frequency domain analysis [108]. There are also several modeling- and simulation-based evaluations of mixed autonomy systems [54], [55], [56] and model-based approaches to mixed autonomy intersection management [57]. Despite these advances in controller design, these approaches are generally limited to simplified models, such as homogeneous, non-delayed, deterministic driver models, or restricted network configurations. This article proposes to overcome these barriers through model-agnostic sampling-based methods.

Recent field operational tests by Stern, et al. [58] demonstrated a reduction in fuel consumption of 40% by the insertion of an autonomous vehicle in traffic in a circular track to dampen the famous instabilities displayed by Sugiyama, et al. [14] in their seminal experiment. These tests motivate the present work: it demonstrates the power of automation and its potential impact on complex traffic phenomena such as stop-and-go waves [59].

On a large-scale network, fleets of AVs have recently been explored in the context of shared-mobility systems, such as autonomous mobility-on-demand systems [60], [5], [61], which abstracts out the low-level vehicle dynamics and considers a queuing theoretic model. Low-level vehicle dynamics, however, are crucial, as exhibited by Sadigh, et al. [62] and because many traffic phenomena exhibited at the level of low-level dynamics affect energy consumption, safety, and travel time [14], [63], [64], [65].

**Modeling and control of traffic.** Mathematical modeling and analysis of traffic dynamics is notoriously complex and yet is a prerequisite for traffic control [101], [67], regardless of if the control input is a vehicle, traffic light, ramp meter, or toll. Such mathematical frameworks include partial differential equations, ordinary differential equations (ODEs), queuing systems, stochastic jump systems, for the modeling of highway traffic, longitudinal dynamics, intersections, and lateral dynamics, respectively. Researchers have traded the complexity of the model (and thus its realism) for the tractability of analysis, with the ultimate goal of designing optimal and practical controllers. Consequently, results in traffic control can largely be classified as simulation-based numerical analysis with rich models but minimal theoretical guarantees [68], [69], [70], [71], or theoretical analysis on simplified models such as assuming non-oscillatory responses [72] or focusing on a single-lane circular track [15], [73], [74], [7], [75], [108].

Analysis techniques are often tightly coupled with the mathematical framework. For instance, linear systems theory techniques may be used with ODEs and stochastic processes may be used with queuing systems, but they may be incompatible with other mathematical frameworks. Thus, there are virtually no theoretical works that simultaneously study lateral dynamics, intersection dynamics, longitudinal dynamics, etc., for the reason that they are typically all modeled using different mathematical frameworks. As a notable exception, the work of Miculescu and Karaman [44] takes a model-based approach which considers both intersections and longitudinal dynamics for simplified fully-automated intersection. This article seeks to take a step towards decoupling the reliance of control from the mathematical modeling of the problem, by proposing abstractions which permit the composition of reusable modules to specify problems and optimize for locally optimal controllers.

**Deep reinforcement learning.** Deep RL, which is the key workhorse in our framework, is a powerful tool for control and has demonstrated success in complex, data-rich problems such as Atari games [76], 3D locomotion and manipulation [77], [78], [79], among others. These recent advances in deep RL provide a promising alternative to model-based controller design. In a broader context, the use of RL for mixed autonomy traffic may be viewed as an intermediate step towards eventual deployment, informing the designer of the vehicle controller or the designer of the transportation system about a variety of complex performance metrics.

RL testbeds exist for different problem domains, such as the Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) for Atari games [80], DeepMind Lab for a first-person 3D game [81], OpenAI gym for a variety of control problems [82], FAIR TorchCraft for Starcraft: Brood War [83], MuJoCo for multi-joint dynamics with Contact [84], TORCS for a car racing game [85], among others. Each of these RL testbeds enables the study of control through RL of a specific problem domain by leveraging the data-rich setting of simulation. Although task design and
Deep RL and Traffic. Several recent studies incorporated ideas from deep learning in traffic optimization. Deep RL has been used for traffic prediction [87], [88] and control [89], [90], [91]. A deep RL architecture was used by Polson, et al. [87] to predict traffic flows, demonstrating success even during special events with nonlinear features; to learn features to represent states involving both space and time, Lv, et al. [88] additionally used hierarchical autoencoding for traffic flow prediction. Deep Q Networks (DQN) was employed for learning traffic signal timings in Li, et al. [89]. A multi-agent deep RL algorithm was introduced in Belletti, et al. [90] to learn a control law for ramp metering. Wei, et al. [92], [91] employs reinforcement learning and graph attention networks for control of traffic signals. For additional uses of deep learning in traffic, we refer the reader to Karlaftis, et al. [93], which presents an overview comparing non-neural statistical methods and neural networks in transportation research. These recent results demonstrate that deep learning and deep RL are promising approaches to traffic problems. This article is the first to employ deep RL to design controllers for AVs and assess their impacts in traffic. A preliminary prototype of our architecture is published [94] and an earlier version of this manuscript is available [95].

IV. Preliminaries

In this section, we define the notation and key concepts used in subsequent sections.

A. Markov Decision Processes

The system described in this article solves tasks which conform to the standard interface of a finite-horizon discounted Markov decision process (MDP) [96], [97], defined by the tuple $(S, A, P, r, \rho_0, \gamma, T)$, where $S$ is a (possibly infinite) set of states, $A$ is a set of actions, $P : S \times A \times S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ is the transition probability distribution, $r : S \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is the reward function, $\rho_0 : S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ is the initial state distribution, $\gamma \in (0, 1]$ is the discount factor, and $T$ is the time horizon. For partially observable tasks, which conform to the interface of a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP), two more components are required, namely $\Omega$, a set of observations, and $O : S \times \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$, the observation probability distribution.

B. Reinforcement Learning

RL studies the problem of how agents can learn to take actions in its environment to maximize its cumulative reward. The article uses policy gradient methods [98], a class of reinforcement learning algorithms which optimize a stochastic policy $\pi_{\theta} : S \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$. Although commonly called a policy, we will generally refer to $\pi$ as a controller or control law in this article, to be consistent with the phrasing of traffic control. These algorithms iteratively update the parameters of the control law through optimizing the expected cumulative reward using sampled data from a traffic simulator or model. The control law is commonly a neural network. Two control laws used in this article are the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU). The MLP is a classical artificial neural network with multiple hidden layers and utilizes backpropagation to optimize its parameters [99]. The GRU is a recurrent neural network capable of storing memory on the previous states of the system [100]. GRUs make use of parameterized update and reset gates, which enable them to make decisions based on both current and past inputs and are also optimized by the policy gradient method.

C. Vehicle Dynamics Models

The environments studied in this article are traffic systems. Basic traffic dynamics on single-lane roads can be represented by ordinary differential equation (ODE) models known as car following models (CFMs). These models describe the longitudinal dynamics of human-driven vehicles, given only observations about itself and the vehicle preceding it. CFMs vary in terms of model complexity, interpretability, and their ability to reproduce prevalent traffic phenomena, including stop-and-go traffic waves. For modeling of more complex traffic dynamics, including lane changing, merging, driving near traffic lights, and city driving, we refer the reader to the text of Treiber and Kesting [101] dedicated to this topic.

Standard CFMs are of the form:

$$a_i = \dot{v}_i = f(h_i, \dot{h}_i, v_i),$$

where the acceleration $a_i$ of car $i$ is some typically nonlinear function of $h_i, \dot{h}_i, v_i$, which are the headway, relative velocity, and velocity for vehicle $i$, respectively. Though a general model may include time delays from the input signals $h_i, \dot{h}_i, v_i$ to the resulting output acceleration $a_i$, we will consider a non-delayed system, where all signals are measured at the same time instant $t$. Example CFMs include the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) [21] and the Optimal Velocity Model (OVM) [22], [23].

D. Intelligent Driver Model

The Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) is a car following model capable of accurately representing realistic driver behavior [21] and reproducing traffic waves, and is commonly used in the transportation research community. We will employ IDM in the numerical experiments of this article, and therefore analyze this specific model to compute the theoretical performance bounds of the overall traffic system. The acceleration for a vehicle modeled by IDM is defined by its bumper-to-bumper headway $h$ (distance to preceding vehicle), velocity $v$, and relative velocity $\dot{h}$, via the following equation:

$$a_{IDM} = \frac{dv}{dt} = a \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{v}{v_0} \right)^{\delta} - \left( \frac{H(v, \dot{h})}{h} \right)^{2} \right]$$

where \( H(\cdot) \) is the desired headway of the vehicle, denoted by:
\[
H(v, \Delta v) = s_0 + \max \left( 0, vT + \frac{v_i}{2 \sqrt{ab}} \right)
\]
where \( h_0, v_0, T, \delta, a, b \) are given parameters. Table I describes the parameters of the model and provides typically used values [101].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( v_0 )</td>
<td>30 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>1 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>1 m/s²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>1.5 m/s²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_0 )</td>
<td>4 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noise</td>
<td>( N(0, 2) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I: Parameters for car-following control law**

### E. Traffic, equilibria, and performance bounds

The overall traffic system is comprised of interconnected dynamical models, including CFMs, representing the many interacting vehicles in the traffic system. An example of a traffic system which can be represented by only longitudinal vehicle dynamics is a circle of \( n \) vehicles, all driving clockwise, and each of which is following the vehicle preceding it. The result is a dynamical system which consists of a cascade of \( n \) potentially nonlinear and delayed vehicle dynamics models. This example will serve as our first numerical experiment (Section VI), as it is able to reproduce important traffic phenomena (traffic waves and traffic jams), and, despite its simplicity, its optimal control problem in the mixed autonomy setting has remained an open research question.

Although the primary methodology explored in this article is model-agnostic, we employ control theoretic model-based analysis to compute the performance bounds of the traffic system, so that we can adequately assess the performance of the learned control laws. In a homogeneous setting, where all vehicles follow the same dynamics model, uniform flow describes the situations where all vehicles moves at some constant velocity \( v^* \) and constant headway \( h^* \), and corresponds to one of the equilibria of the traffic system. It can be represented in terms of the vehicle dynamics model by:
\[
a_i = 0 = f(h^*, 0, v^*).
\]

This equation defines the relationship between the two equilibrium quantities \( h^*, v^* \) for a general car following model, and the specific relationship for IDM is displayed in Figure 3 (green curve). Uniform flow equilibria correspond to high velocities, and are thus desirable, but these equilibria are also unstable due to properties of human driving behavior [102].

It is intuitive to think of the equilibrium density (which is inversely related to the equilibrium headway \( h^* \)) as a traffic condition. We will seek to evaluate our learned control laws against a range of traffic conditions. Each traffic condition (density) has associated with it an optimal equilibrium velocity \( v^* \). In practice, the equilibrium density can be approximated by the local traffic density. In settings with heterogeneous vehicle types, the equilibrium can be numerically solved by constraining the total headways to be the total road length and the velocities to be uniform. It is important to note the difference between the equilibrium velocity \( v^* \) and the target velocity \( v_0 \) (free flow speed) of the vehicle models; \( v_0 \) can be thought of as a speed limit for highway traffic [21]. On the other hand, \( v^* \) is a control theoretic quantity jointly determined by the traffic condition \( h^* \), the target velocity \( v_0 \), the system dynamics, and various other parameters.

Another set of equilibria exhibited by the example traffic system corresponds to traffic waves (also called stop-and-go waves). These traffic waves are stable limit cycles, that is, closed curves that trajectories tend towards (rather than away) [15]. In other words, the typical traffic system tends towards exhibiting traffic waves. We view this as a performance lower bound for the mixed autonomy setting because any control law which yields worse performance could be replaced by a human driver to yield a better outcome. Using IDM, the relationship between density and the average velocity with traffic waves is displayed in Figure 3 (red curve).

Finally, we are concerned with **steady-state performance** of the traffic system, rather than any instantaneous performance. We thus take the uniform flow and traffic waves equilibria to describe the upper and lower bounds, respectively, for steady-state performance of the overall traffic system. We note that, because we are analyzing the no autonomy setting, but evaluating against a mixed autonomy setting, the performance bounds presented here should be viewed as close approximations to the true performance bounds. For more detailed performance bounds, we refer the reader to related work [15], [103], [104].

### V. Flow: A Modular Learning Framework

While the research community in deep RL focuses on solving pre-defined tasks, relatively little emphasis is placed on efficient scenario creation (see Section III). We use the term **scenario** to describe the full traffic setting, including all learning and non-learning components, and it conforms to a (PO)MDP interface (see Section IV). In robotics, the term “task” is commonly used; we prefer the word “scenario” to also capture settings with no learning components or no goal to achieve (e.g., situations with only fixed human driver models).

In large-scale multi-agent systems such as traffic, the ability to efficiently study a wide range of scenarios is especially important due to the highly varied and complex nature of settings, including the number of vehicles, heterogeneity of agents, types of network configurations, regional behaviors and regulations, etc. To this end, this article contributes an approach that decomposes a scenario into modules which can be configured and composed to create new scenarios of interest. Flow is the resulting modular learning framework for enabling the creation, study, and control of complex traffic scenarios.

**A. Scenario modules**

Flow is comprised of the following modules, which can be assembled to form scenarios of interest (see Figure 2). **Network:** The network specifies the physical road layout, in terms of roads, lanes, length, shape, roadway connections, and additional attributes. Example include a two-lane circular track with circumference 200m, or the structure described by importing a map from OpenStreetMap (see Figure 1 for examples
of supported networks). Several of these examples will be used in demonstrative experiments in Sections VI and VII. More details about the specific networks are in Appendix A.

**Actors:** The actors describe the physical entities in the environment which issue control signals to the environment. In contrast to isolated autonomy settings, in a traffic setting, there are typically many interacting physical entities. Due to the focus on mixed autonomy, this article specifically studies vehicles as its physical entities. Other possible actors may include pedestrians, bicyclists, traffic lights, roadway signs, toll booths, as well as other transit modes and infrastructure.

**Observer:** The observer describes the mapping \( S \rightarrow O \) and yields the function of the state that is observed by the actor(s). The output of the observer is taken as input to the control law, described below. For example, while the state may include the position, lane, velocity, and accelerations of all vehicles in the system, the observer may restrict access to only information about local vehicles and aggregate statistics, such as average speed or length of queue at an intersection.

**Control laws:** Control laws dictate the behaviors of the actors and are functions mapping observations to control inputs \( O \rightarrow A \). All actors require a control law, which may be pre-specified or learned. For instance, a control law may represent a human driver, an autonomous vehicle, or even a set of vehicles. That is, a single control law may be used to control multiple vehicles in a centralized control setting. Alternatively, a single control law may be used by multiple actors in a shared parameter control setting.

**Dynamics:** The dynamics module consists of additional sub-modules which describe different aspects of the system evolution, including vehicle routes, demands, stochasticity, traffic rules (e.g., right-of-way), and safety constraints.

**Metrics:** The metrics describe pertinent aggregated statistics of the environment. The reward signal for the learning agent is a function of these metrics. Examples include the overall (average) velocity of all vehicles and the number of (hard) braking events.

**Initialization:** The initialization describes the initial configuration of the environment at the start of an episode. Examples include setting the position and velocity of vehicles according to different probability distributions.

Sections VI and VII demonstrate the potential of the framework. Whereas in a model-based framing, many modules are simply not re-configurable due to differences in the mathematical descriptions (e.g. discrete versus continuous control inputs, such as in the case of longitudinal and lateral control), in this model-agnostic framework, disparate dynamics may be captured in the same scenario and effectively studied using sampling-based optimization techniques such as deep reinforcement learning.

**B. Architecture and implementation**

The implementation of Flow is open source and builds upon open source software to promote access and extension. The open source approach further aims to support the further development of custom modules, to permit the study of richer and more complex environments, agents, metrics, and algorithms. The implementation builds upon SUMO (Simulation of Urban MOBility) [105] for vehicle and traffic modeling, Ray RLlib [106], [107] for reinforcement learning, and OpenAI gym [82] for the MDP.

SUMO is a microscopic traffic simulator, which explicitly models vehicles, pedestrians, traffic lights, and public transportation. It is capable of simulating urban-scale road networks. SUMO has a rich Python API called TraCI (Traffic Control Interface). Ray RLlib are frameworks that enable training and evaluating of RL algorithms on a variety of scenarios, from classic tasks such as cartpole balancing to more complicated tasks such as 3D humanoid locomotion. OpenAI gym is an MDP interface for reinforcement learning tasks.

Flow is implemented as a lightweight architecture to connect and permit experimentation with the modules described in the previous section. As typical in reinforcement learning
studies, an environment encodes the MDP. The environment facilitates the composition of dynamics and other modules, stepping through the simulation, retrieving the observations, sampling and applying actions, computing the metrics and reward, and resetting the simulation at the end of an episode. A generator produces network configuration files compatible with SUMO according to the network description. The generator is invoked by the experiment upon initialization and, optionally, upon reset of the environment, allowing for a variety of initialization conditions, such as sampling from a distribution of vehicle densities. Flow then assigns control inputs from the different control laws to the corresponding actors, according to an action assigner, and uses the TraCI library to apply actions for each actor. Actions specified as accelerations are converted into velocities, using numerical integration and based on the timestep and current state of the experiment.

Finally, Flow is designed to be inter-operable with classical model-based control methods for evaluation purposes. That is, the learning component of Flow is optional, and this permits the fair comparison of diverse methods for traffic control.

VI. CONFIGURABLE MODULES FOR MIXED AUTONOMY

This section demonstrates that Flow can achieve high performance in a challenging and classic traffic congestion scenario.

A. Background

Although single-lane traffic has been studied over several decades in many variants, including closed networks [14], [15], [52], [104], open networks [46], [68], [108], different human driving models [101], and different objectives [54], previous works have focused on modeling the problem, characterizing the system dynamics, and optimizing for local performance (e.g. comfort). Relatively little work has been able to broach the problem of how to address undesirable traffic congestion through the control of vehicles. To the best of the authors knowledge, no prior work has achieved near optimality in the mixed autonomy setting for single-lane traffic congestion (in the form considered in this article or its many variants). Two related works of note, which study the same traffic scenarios, include Stern, et al. [58] and Horn, et al. [7]. Respectively, these works do not achieve near-optimality and do not consider the mixed autonomy setting. Importantly, both works carefully devise a control law based on knowledge of the environment, and thus we refer to them as model-based control laws. Additionally, eco-driving practices provide heuristic guidance to drivers to ease traffic congestion [109], [110]. In contrast, the approach proposed by this work requires a significantly lighter form of “design supervision,” in the form of a reward function, which largely avoids explicitly employing domain knowledge or mathematical analysis.

Specifically, this section studies the proposed methodology applied to the mixed autonomy single-lane circular track, following the canonical setup [14], which consists of 22 human-driven vehicles on a 230 m circular track. This seminal experiment shows that such a dynamical system produces backward propagating waves, causing part of the traffic to come to a complete stop, even in the absence of typical traffic perturbations, such as those caused by lane changes, merges or stop lights. The field experiment of Stern, et al. [58] studies the mixed autonomy setting of 21 human-driven vehicles and one vehicle employing one of two proposed AV control laws, which we detail in Appendix B and compare with as baseline methods. This setting invokes a cascade of nonlinear dynamics from \( n \) (homogeneous) agents. In this and following sections, we study the potential of RL to produce well-performing control laws, in highly nonlinear and complex settings.

B. Experiment Modules

We design the following experiment composed of the modules proposed in Section V-A. The network and simulation-specific parameters of our numerical experiments are summarized in Table II.

Network: We train on a set of networks consist of single-lane circular tracks, with lengths ranging between 220 m and 270 m (uniformly sampled), as displayed in Figure 1 (top left), in order to represent a continuous and wide range of traffic densities. An alternative approach (not considered here) to represent a range of densities is to fix the track length and instead vary the number of vehicles.

Actors: There are 22 vehicles, each 5 m long.

Observer: The observer maps the full state to only the velocity of the autonomous vehicle, the relative velocity to its preceding vehicle, and its relative position to the preceding vehicle.

Control laws: Separate control laws are used for the behavior of human drivers and AVs. Of the 22 actors, 21 are modeled as human drivers using the widely used Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) [101], which is included in Section IV and parameters detailed in Table I. When all 22 are modeled using human driver models, traffic jams are exhibited (see left side of Figures 4 and 5), similarly to Sugiyama, et al. [14], and thereby serves as a no autonomy baseline for comparison.

Due to the sampling-based nature of the proposed methodology, the performance of previous methods may be readily assessed relative to the RL approach. This provides a type of backwards compatibility with the research community, and permits the fair comparison of control laws, regardless of the underlying mathematical framework. We compare the following control laws for the single autonomous vehicle. Recall that all actors are partially observed.

![Table II: Network and simulation parameters for mixed autonomy circular track (single-lane).](https://www.openstreetmap.org/)
• Learned control laws. We consider control laws with and without memory.
  – GRU control law (with memory): hidden layers (5,) and \( \tanh \) non-linearity.
  – MLP control law (no memory): diagonal Gaussian MLP, two-layer network with hidden layer of shape (3,3) and \( \tanh \) non-linearity.
• Model-based control laws
  – Proportional Integral (PI) control law with saturation, given in Stern, et al. [58] and is included in Section B-2 for completeness.
  – FollowerStopper control law, with desired velocity fixed at 4.15 m/s. The FollowerStopper control law is introduced in Stern, et al. [58] and is also detailed in Section B-1. FollowerStopper requires an external desired velocity, so we selected the largest fixed velocity which successfully mitigates stop-and-go waves at a track length of 260 m; this is further discussed in the results.

Dynamics: The IDM dynamics are additionally perturbed by Gaussian acceleration noise of \( \mathcal{N}(0,0.2) \), calibrated to match measures of stochasticity to the IDM model presented by Treiber, et al. [111]. For the first 75 seconds of the 300 second episode, the acceleration of the autonomous vehicle is overridden by the IDM model to ensure the formation of stop-and-go waves.

Metrics: We consider two natural metrics: the average velocity of all vehicles in the network and a control cost, to penalizes acceleration. The reward function supplied to the learning agent is a weighted combination of the two metrics.

Initialization: The vehicles are evenly spaced around the circular track, with an initial velocity of 0 m/s.

C. Learning setup

The AVs in our system execute controllers which are parameterized control laws, trained using policy gradient methods. For all experiments in this article, we use the Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) [78] method for learning the control law, linear feature baselines as described in Duan, et al. [106], discount factor \( \gamma = 0.999 \), and step size 0.01. Each of the results presented in this article was collected from numerical experiments conducted on three Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6600U CPU @ 2.60GHz processors for six hours. A total of 6,000,000 samples were collected during the training procedure.

D. Results

Through the study of a mixed autonomy single-lane circular track, we demonstrate 1) that Flow enables configuring modules to compose an open traffic control problem and 2) that reliable controllers for complex problems can be efficiently learned, which surpass the performance of all known model-based controllers. This section details our findings, and videos and additional results are available at https://sites.google.com/view/ieee-tro-flow.

1) Performance: Figure 3 shows several key findings. This traffic density versus velocity plot shows the performance of the different learned and model-based controllers. First, we observe that GRU and MLP control laws (in partially observed settings) match the optimal velocity very closely for all trained densities, thereby eliminating congestion. The PI with Saturation and FollowerStopper control, on the other hand, only dissipate stop-and-go traffic at densities less than or equal to their calibration density.

![Figure 3](image.png)

Fig. 3: The performance of the learned (MLP and GRU) and model-based (FollowerStopper and PI Saturation) control laws for various vehicle densities are averaged over ten runs at each evaluated density. Also displayed are the performance upper and lower bounds, derived from the unstable and stable system equilibria, respectively. The GRU and MLP control laws match the velocity upper bound very closely for all densities (train and test). The PI with Saturation and FollowerStopper control laws, on the other hand, only dissipate stop-and-go traffic at densities less than or equal to their calibration density. Remarkably, the GRU and MLP control laws are able to generalize and bring the system to near optimal velocities even at densities outside the training range. Additionally, the learned MLP control law demonstrates that memory is not necessary to achieve near optimal average velocity.

Figure 4 shows the velocity profiles for the different learned and model-based control laws for the 260 m track and additionally includes the FollowerStopper control law. We observe that although all controllers are able to stabilize the system, the GRU control law allows the system to reach the uniform flow equilibrium velocity fastest. The GRU and MLP control laws stabilize the system with less oscillatory behavior than the FollowerStopper and PI with Saturation control laws, as observed in the velocity profiles. In addition, the FollowerStopper control law is the least performant; the control law stabilizes a 260 m track to a speed of 4.15 m/s, well below the 4.82 m/s uniform flow velocity.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the space-time curves for all vehicles in the system, using a variety of control laws. We observe that the PI with Saturation and FollowerStopper control law leave much smaller openings in the network (smaller headways) than the MLP and GRU control laws. The MLP control law exhibits the largest openings, as can be seen by the large white portion of the MLP plot within Figure 5. If this were instead applied in a multi-lane circular track, then the smaller openings would have the benefit of preventing opportunistic lane changes, so this observation can lead to better reward design for more complex mixed autonomy traffic studies.

2) Robustness: One of the strengths of the learned GRU and MLP control laws is that they do not rely on external...
Fig. 4: All experiments start with 300 seconds with the autonomous vehicle following human driving behavior. As we can see from four different control laws, a single autonomous vehicle in a partially observable circular track can stabilize the system. Both learned control laws stabilize the system close to the 4.82 m/s uniform flow velocity, whereas the two model-based controllers fall short. The learned GRU control law allows the system to reach the uniform flow equilibrium velocity fastest.

calibration of parameters that is specific to a particular traffic setting, such as density. Our experience with the model-based controllers, on the other hand, demonstrated considerable sensitivity to the traffic setting. Although the PI with Saturation control law can conceptually adjust to different densities, with its moving average filter, we experimentally found that its performance is sensitive to its parameters (see Figures 3-5). Using parameters calibrated for the 260 m track (as described in Stern, et al. [58]), the PI with Saturation control law performs decently at 260 m; however, this control law’s performance quickly degrades at higher densities (more congested settings), dropping close to the performance lower bound.

Relatedly, the FollowerStopper control law requires careful tuning before usage, which is beyond the scope of this work. Specifically, the desired velocity must be provided beforehand. Interestingly, we found experimentally that this control law often fails to stabilize the system if provided too high of a desired velocity, even if it is well below the uniform flow equilibrium velocity.

3) Generalization of the learned control law: Training with different vehicle densities encourages the learning of a more robust control law. We found the control law to generalize even to densities outside of the training regime. Figure 3 shows the average velocity of all vehicles in the network achieve for the final 100 s of simulation time; the gray regions indicate the test-time densities. Additionally and surprisingly, when training on different densities but in the absence of acceleration error in the human driver models, the learned control laws still successfully stabilized settings with human model noise during test time.

4) Partial observability eases controller learning: At this early stage of autonomous vehicle development, we do not yet have a clear picture of what manufacturers will choose in terms of sensing infrastructure for the vehicles, what regulators will require, or what technology will enable (e.g. communication technologies). Furthermore, we do not know how the observation landscape of autonomous vehicles will change over time, as AVs are gradually adopted. Therefore, a methodology which is modular and provides flexibility for the study of AVs is crucial. By invoking the composable observation components, we could readily study a variety of possible scenarios.

This study focuses on the partially-observed setting for several reasons: 1) it is the more realistic setting for near-term deployments of autonomous vehicles, and 2) it permits a fair comparison with previously studied model-based controllers, which typically studied the partially-observed setting. Finally, since our learned control laws already closely track the optimal velocity curve, we do not further explore the fully observed setting. However, in Section VII, we do explore a variety of
additional settings, ranging from partially observed to fully observed settings.

Our partially observed experiments uncover several surprising findings, all of which warrant further investigation. First, contrary to the classical view on partially observed control (POMDPs), these experiments suggest that partial observability may ease training instead of making it more difficult; as compared to full observations, we found that partial observations decreased the training time required from around 24 hours to 6 hours. Second, as seen in Figure 3, the results demonstrate that a near global optimum is achievable even under partial observation. Finally, the MLP control law closely mirrors the GRU control law and the optimal velocity curve; despite the partially observed setting, this suggests that memory is not necessary to achieve near optimal velocity across the full range of vehicle densities with a single learned controller.

A possible intuitive explanation is that a neural network with fewer weights may require fewer samples and iterations to converge to a local optimum, thus contributing to faster training. A more rigorous understanding of this phenomenon is left as a topic of future study, as well as questions concerning the situations under which partial observations still lead to a globally optimal solution in a learning framework. These early results suggest that deep RL methods may more efficiently utilize partial observations when they are provided appropriately, avoiding the need to learn to essentially ignore extraneous inputs.

VII. REUSABLE MODULES FOR MIXED AUTONOMY

The previous section showed that the modules presented in Section V-A could be readily composed to assemble a traffic scenario of interest and to rigorously assess the performance of reinforcement learning methods, regardless of the mathematical framework previously used to assess the scenario. This section goes beyond commonly studied scenarios and demonstrates that the modules can be configured to create new scenarios with important traffic characteristics, such as multiple AVs interacting, lane changes, and intersections, respectively. We present several scenarios to demonstrate the richness of composing simple modules and the insights that can be derived from training controllers for the resulting scenarios. The construction of larger networks with more vehicles or for specific traffic contexts is out of scope of this article, and are additionally limited by the computational efficiency and explainability of current reinforcement learning methods, and are important directions of research.

To demonstrate the ease of the proposed approach, we present only the differences in modules, relative to Section VI. That is, modules not mentioned are plug-and-play from Section VI. Most notably, in contrast to the predominant model-based control approaches for this class of problems,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th># vehicles</th>
<th># AVs</th>
<th>% improvement (avg. speed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VII-A</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII-A</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII-B</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII-C</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>57.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII-C</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>150.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: AV performance for various experiment configurations. Average velocity improvement is calculated relative to the no-autonomy setting.

limited additional domain knowledge or analysis is required for the study of these more complex traffic control problems. In particular, the reward function, which is a critical piece of any RL experiment, is nearly identical to before: The primary term on system velocity is the same. Note, however, that the specific control cost varies, due to differences in control actions. All methods are compared against a baseline of human performance, as there are limited existing mixed autonomy results as we explore more complex scenarios. Results are summarized in Table III. This set of experiments use a memory-less diagonal Gaussian MLP control law, with hidden layers (100, 50, 25) and $\tanh$ non-linearity.

A. Single-lane circular track with multiple autonomous vehicles

A simple extension to the previous experiment shows that many variants to the same problem may be studied in a scalable manner, without the need to adhere to strict mathematical frameworks for analysis. The following shows additionally that even simple extensions can yield interesting and significant performance improvements. Here we describe the experimental modules, as they differ from the previous experiment.

Networks: The network is fixed at a circumference of 230 m, as displayed in Figure 1 (top left).

Observer: All vehicle positions and velocities.

Control laws: Three to eleven of the actors are dictated by a single learned control law.

Result: A string of consecutive AVs learns to proceed with a smaller headway than the human driver models (platooning), resulting in greater roadway utilization, thereby permitting a higher velocity for the overall system, as can be seen in Figure 6.

B. Multi-lane circular track with multiple autonomous vehicles

Multi-lane settings are challenging to study from a model-based control theoretic perspective due to the discontinuity in model dynamics from lane changes, as well as due to the complexity of mathematically modeling lane changes accurately. The experimental modules are described here:

Networks: The network in the shape of a figure eight, as displayed in Figure 1 (top center).

Actors: There are 44 actors, all vehicles.

Observer: All vehicle positions, velocities, and lanes.

Control laws: Six of the actors are dictated by a single learned control law for both acceleration and lane changes (continuous action representation). The rest are dictated by IDM for longitudinal control and the lane changing model of SUMO for lateral control.

Initialization: The vehicles are evenly spaced in the track, using both lanes, and six AVs are placed together in sequence, all in the outer lane.

Result: The learned control law yields AVs balancing across the two lanes, with three in each lane, and avoiding stop-and-go waves in both lanes. The resulting average velocity is 3.66 m/s, an improvement over the 3.45 m/s uniform flow equilibrium velocity. Even though the control inputs are a mix of inherently continuous and discrete signals (acceleration and lane change, respectively), a well-performing control law was learned using only a continuous representation, which is a testament to the flexibility of the approach.

C. Intersection with mixed and full autonomy

We now consider a simplified intersection scenario, which demonstrates the ease of considering different network topologies and traffic rules, such as right-of-way rules at intersections. We additionally demonstrate that the proposed methodology may also be used to study full autonomy settings, in addition to mixed autonomy settings. The authors are not aware of any mixed autonomy control theoretic results for intersections, with which to compare. As a baseline of performance, in the absence of autonomous vehicles, human drivers queue at the intersection, leading to a significant slowdown in the average speed of vehicles in the network.

We now describe the traffic control task in terms of modified modules.

Networks: The network in the shape of a figure eight, as displayed in Figure 1 (top right), with an intersection in the middle, two circular tracks of radius 30 m, and total length of 402 m.

Actors: There are 14 actors, all vehicles.

Observer: All vehicle positions and velocities.
Control laws: One or all of the actors are dictated by a single learned control law for acceleration control inputs. The rest are dictated by IDM for longitudinal control.

Dynamics: There is no traffic light at the intersection; instead vehicles crossing the intersection follow a right-of-way model provided by SUMO to enforce traffic rules and to prevent crashes.

Result: With one autonomous vehicle, the learned control law results in the vehicles moving on average 1.5 times faster. The full autonomy setting exhibits an improvement of almost three times in average velocity. Figure 7 shows the average velocity of vehicles in the network for different levels of autonomy.

![Velocity profile for the intersection with different fractions of autonomous vehicles.](image)

Fig. 7: Velocity profile for the intersection with different fractions of autonomous vehicles. The performance of the network improves as the number of AVs improves; even one autonomous vehicle results in a velocity improvement of 1.5x, and full autonomy almost triples the average velocity from 5 m/s (no autonomy) to 14 m/s.

Despite preliminary work [103], [112], further investigation is needed to understand, interpret, and analyze the learned behaviors and control laws for each of these mixed autonomy experiments, and thereby take steps towards a real-world deployment.

VIII. Conclusion

The complex integration of autonomous vehicles into existing systems introduces new technical challenges beyond studying autonomy in isolation or in full. This article aims to make progress on these upcoming challenges by studying how modern deep reinforcement learning can be leveraged to gain insights into complex mixed autonomy systems. In particular, we focus on the integration of autonomous vehicles into urban systems, as we expect these to be among the first of robotic systems to enter and affect existing systems. The article introduces Flow, a modular learning framework which eases the configuration and composition of modules, to enable learning control laws for AVs in complex traffic settings involving nonlinear vehicle dynamics and arbitrary network configurations. Several experiments resulted in controllers which far exceeded state-of-the-art performance (in fact, achieving near-optimal performance) and demonstrated the generality of the methodology for disparate traffic dynamics. Since an early version of this manuscript was made available online in 2017 [95], several works have employed this framework to achieve results in the directions of transfer learning, bottleneck control, sim2real, the discovery of emergent behaviors in traffic, and the design of traffic control benchmarks [112], [113], [114], [103], [115].

Open directions of research include the study of mixed autonomy in larger and more complex traffic networks; studying different, more realistic, and regional objective functions; devising new reinforcement learning techniques for large-scale networked systems; studying scenarios with variable numbers of actors; incorporating advances in safe reinforcement learning; and incorporating multi-agent reinforcement learning for the study of multiple autonomous vehicles. Another open direction is to study fundamental limitations of this methodology; in particular, 1) establishing when guarantees of global convergence, stability, robustness, and safety of classical approaches can not be achieved with deep RL, and 2) quantifying the effects of simulation model error or misspecification on training outcomes. We additionally plan to extend Flow with modules suitable for the study of other forms of automation in traffic, such as problems concerning traffic lights, road directionality, signage, roadway pricing, and infrastructure communication. Another interesting direction is whether an analogous design of reusable modules may be used for other robotics and transportation-related scenarios, such as for motion planning, navigation, ridesharing, and land use planning.
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APPENDIX A

Networks

Flow currently supports learning policies on arbitrary (user-defined) networks. These include closed networks such as single and multi-lane circular tracks, figure-eight networks, and loops with merge as well as open networks, such as intersections, and open networks with such as merge and highway networks with pre-defined in-flows of vehicles into the traffic system. See Figure 1 for various example networks supported by Flow. In each of these networks, Flow can be used to study the design or learning of controllers which optimize the system-level velocity or fuel consumption, in the presence of different types of vehicles, model noise, etc.

Single-lane circular tracks: This network consists of a circular lane with a specified length, inspired by the 230m track studied by Sugiyama et al. [14]. This network has been extensively studied and serves as an experimental and numerical baseline for benchmarking.
**Multi-lane circular tracks:** Multi-lane circular tracks are a natural extension to problems involving a single circular track. The inclusion of lane-changing behavior in this setting makes studying such problems exceedingly difficult from an analytical perspective, thereby constraining most classical control techniques to the single-lane case. Many multi-lane models forgo longitudinal dynamics in order to encourage tractable analysis [116, 117, 118, 119]. Recent strides have been made in developing simple stochastic models that retain longitudinal dynamics while capturing lane-changing dynamics in a single lane setting [120]. Modern machine learning methods, however, do not require a simplification of the dynamics for the problem to become tractable, as explored in Section VII-B.

**Figure-eight network:** The figure-eight network is a simple closed network with an intersection. Two circular tracks, placed at opposite ends of the network, are connected by two perpendicular intersections. Vehicles that try to cross this intersection from opposite ends are constrained by a right-of-way model provided by SUMO to prevent crashes.

**Loops with merge network:** This network permits the study of merging behavior in closed loop networks. This network consists of two circular tracks which are connected together. Vehicles in the smaller track stay within this track, while vehicles in the larger track try to merge into the smaller track and then back out to the larger track. This typically results in congestion at the merge points.

**Intersections:** This network permits the study of intersection management in an open network. Vehicles arrive in the control zone of the intersection according to a Poisson distribution. At the control zone, the system speeds or slows down vehicles to either maximize average velocity or minimize experienced delay. The building block can be used to build a general schema for arbitrary maps such as the one shown in Figure 1 (bottom right).

### APPENDIX B

**MODEL-BASED LONGITUDINAL CONTROL LAWS**

In this section, we detail the two state-of-the-art control laws for the mixed autonomy circular track, against which we benchmark our learned policies generated using Flow.

1) **FollowerStopper:** Recent work by [58] presented two control models that may be used by autonomous vehicles to attenuate the emergence of stop-and-go waves in a traffic network. The first of these models is the **FollowerStopper.** This model commands the AVs to maintain a desired velocity $U$, while ensuring that the vehicle does not crash into the vehicle behind it. Following this model, the command velocity $v_{cmd}$ of the autonomous vehicle is:

$$v_{cmd} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } \Delta x \leq \Delta x_1 \\
\frac{\Delta x - \Delta x_1}{\Delta x_2 - \Delta x_1} U & \text{if } \Delta x_1 < \Delta x \leq \Delta x_2 \\
v + (U - v) \frac{\Delta x - \Delta x_2}{\Delta x_3 - \Delta x_2} & \text{if } \Delta x_2 < \Delta x \leq \Delta x_3 \\
U & \text{if } \Delta x_3 < \Delta x \end{cases}$$

2) **PI with Saturation:** In addition to the **FollowerStopper** control law, [58] presents a model called the **PI with Saturation control law** that attempts to estimate the average equilibrium velocity $U$ for vehicles on the network, and then drives at that speed. This average is computed as a temporal average from its own history: $U = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} v_j^{AV}$. The target velocity at any given time is then defined as:

$$v_{target} = U + v_{catch} \times \min\left(\max\left(\frac{\Delta x - g_l}{g_u - g_l} 0, 1\right) \right)$$

Finally, the command velocity for the vehicle at time $j+1$, which also ensures that the vehicle does not crash, is:

$$v_{cmd,j+1} = \beta_j (\alpha_j v_{j+1}^{target} + (1 - \alpha_j) v_{j}^{cmd}) + (1 - \beta_j) v_{j}^{cmd}$$

The values for all parameters in the model can be found in [58] and are also provided in Table I.
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Table I: Parameters for model-based controllers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>$\Delta x_1^p$</th>
<th>$\Delta x_2^p$</th>
<th>$\Delta x_3^p$</th>
<th>$d_1$</th>
<th>$d_2$</th>
<th>$d_3$</th>
<th>$\Delta v$</th>
<th>$\Delta x_1$</th>
<th>$\Delta x_2$</th>
<th>$\Delta x_3$</th>
<th>$U$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>4.5 m</td>
<td>5.25 m</td>
<td>6.0 m</td>
<td>1.5 m/s$^2$</td>
<td>1.0 m/s$^2$</td>
<td>0.5 m/s$^2$</td>
<td>-3 m/s</td>
<td>7.5 m/s</td>
<td>9.75 m/s</td>
<td>15 m/s</td>
<td>4.15 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*PI with Saturation*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th>$q_1$</th>
<th>$q_2$</th>
<th>$a_{\text{max}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>2 m</td>
<td>7 m</td>
<td>30 m</td>
<td>1 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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